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The Directors of Gate Ventures PLC are pleased to announce that Ms. Anita Luu has been appointed
as Board Director and Chief Operating Officer (COO) of the Company.
Ms. Anita Luu has previously been Brand and Creative Strategist for BeWater, a Shanghai based
company, where she developed strategies for businesses entering the Chinese market, conducted
strategic planning, business developement and marketing for the comapny and proivided clients with
go-to-market plans, all of which is highly beneficial experience as Gate continues it’s expansion in
to the Chinese market.
Gate has extensive business interests in China, and have for some time been looking for a
Chinese/English-speaking person with Ms Luu’s experience, to advise and help in the area.
»We are extremely delighted to welcome aboard Ms. Anita Luu, whom I have already had the
pleasure of working with in Global Group. Thus I can assure that she qualifies both personally and
professionally to oversee the important function of COO in Gate Ventures, whose primary
responsibilities will be to ensure that operations are executed in coherence with our corporate
strategy«, said Gate chairman Johnny Hon.
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Notes to Editors:
Gate Ventures was founded in 2015 to make investments and capitalise on investment
opportunities in the media and entertainment sectors. The Company focuses primarily on
investments and operational opportunities in the UK and China covering theatre, television, media
technology and e-commerce.
The Company's investments include various theatre productions such as the successful Sunset
Boulevard and 42nd Street (which is currently showing in London), virtual reality ("VR"), and
technology companies Bink and PlayJam amongst many others. Gate Ventures has made a total
of ten investments since it was established, and to date, has successfully raised over EUR24
million reflecting the Company's significant growth thus far.
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